
Generally speaking the concept of violence is going to be prevalent such that it is routine enough to 
be regarded as regular occurrence among people .some people believe that there must be some 
solution for demolishing the rate of violence even by using dead penalty .however ,the others say 
said that it could be as violence too hence it is not fair. I am one of the supporters of the idea of 
halting capital punishment which could be addressed  as below while some meaning such as justice 
and human rights are bold to be as influential factors in this essay. 

First of all , by considering consideration some moral concept ,it is really vital to be witness of the 
feeling of respect among people while there are variety verity of culture and types of rearing 
methods among people who live in society. Hence, it is inevitable while speaking about the intensity 
and amount of conflict about today's nowadays individuals and what could be coped with in this part 
is getting common, questions as to whether punishment such as dead death penalty could be a 
deterrent decreasing factor while this method itself is a as cruel manner and these days the concept 
understanding of "an eye for an against eye" is not fair when there are lots of campaigns in which 
people are fanatical about of human rights and any concept of violence even in conducting justice 
could be offensive no matter how inhumane the crime is  especially because this could be as a 
prevalent trick for governors to use against their oppositions in such society with political problems.

On the other hand there must be some sympathetic feelings about the grieving graved families and 
moreover the misconception of committing a crime readily in society .therefore, sometimes some 
politicians are in this idea that there must be some red-district in committing a crime with invasion 
beyond it could be responded by capital penalty because of this transforms the ambience of  society 
really dark and there must be some preventive measures solving regardless of how cruel this 
solution could be such as death penalty.

To sum up ,it is incumbent on governments governors to decreaseing the rate of  violence by using 
cultural solutions and much more besides ,although it might be necessary to maybe it is needed to 
consider some monetary capital fine in some cases against some crimes depending on however 
effective the crime is .I am of the opinion that attitude in which replacement of community service 
instead of capital punishment/execution penalty is recommended. 


